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From left to right: a German shepherd dog begins to chase its tail (a)… spins repeatedly (b)… then develops a pre-seizure state and collapses (c).

forwards across the board, they
are performing a parallel form
of behaviour.
When observing human
patients on a hospital psychiatric
ward, often obvious signs of
stress and stereotypical behaviour can be recognised in ordinary people who have found life
temporarily difficult. They may
have episodes of continually
wringing hands, rubbing arms or
thighs or stroking their faces in an
effort to discharge their anxieties
in a physical way. Unfortunately,
there is little enough clinical
research on treatments required
for people with OCD, and even
less so in animals.
We should know much more
about why the condition develops in some individuals rather
than others. We especially need
to know how to relieve the
symptoms. In the case of companion animals, we need to
understand the signs because
animals cannot talk to us about
how they are feeling. It would

then be easier to treat the insecurities and subsequent stress
that leads to this behaviour.
This would prevent behaviours
becoming destructive towards
our own and the animal’s physical and mental health.

Treat the cause
When offering treatment for
OCD the first priority in companion animals needs to be helping owners counter any stress
factors causing the condition.
This should come before actually
dealing with the behaviours that
are triggered by stress. OCD
in dogs or cats cannot be overcome by punishing, shouting or
by excessive petting and stroking
or attention. This range of owner
response reinforces or supports
the reactive behaviour and may
transmit to an animal that a person is also disturbed or anxious
by the same causes.
Pets that are nervous or neurotic – a hyper-alert condition
that can be exhibited as mild,

Orang-utans exhibiting allogrooming – a social behaviour.

moderate to acute – can develop that, by performing the particular
obsessive or compulsive behav- repetitive behaviour, a reaction
iours. These can be observed or some form of attention will
as ritualistic or repeated actions, usually follow.
which have been referred to as
A GSD/collie cross in my
stress-related behaviours. These clinic was filmed displaying
include excessive grooming, lick- excessive grooming that had
ing, cleaning, tail-chasing, head become habitual to the extent
weaving and excessive preening. of triggering lick granulomas.
All of these behaviours can be We discovered that the dog did
linked to self-rewarding stereo- not display the behaviour until
typical behaviour. However, if its owner entered the room.
attention is given during episodes Whenever the excessive groomof these behaviours, then rein- ing was exhibited the owner
forcement or promotion can would instruct it to stop and so
occur and this will inadvertently the behaviour was reinforced.
progress the condition.
Human parallels can be seen
Other variants of COCD in children that have attentionbehaviour displayed by dogs deficit hyperactivity disorder
experiencing the effects of stress (ADHD). These children will
include shadow chasing, fly chas- perform antisocial behaviour,
ing, circling patterns, moving even if it results in punishment,
from side to side repeatedly and because any form of attention
air gulping. Dogs displaying these is seen as rewarding and betbehaviours reguter than being
larly suffer from
ignored. This
“OCD in dogs
a combination of
aspect of behavor cats cannot
neural hormonal
iour is referred
be overcome by
imbalance linked
to as negative
to canine insecu- punishing, shouting reinforcement.
or by excessiverity. It can be seen
Drug therain many working petting and stroking p i e s , s u c h a s
breeds, including
selective seroor attention.”
those used for
tonin reuptake
livestock control and gun dogs.
inhibitors (SSRIs), used in both
Once an animal has been humans and companion animals
referred (by a vet) to an expe- suffering from OCD, cannot
rienced and suitably qualified treat the cause of the condition.
behaviourist, it would become
I have been involved in
necessary to introduce reward some canine cases where such
signals when the behaviour has pharmaceutical programmes
ceased – clicker training is ideal, may present damaging side
and non-reward signals, such as effects. Episodes of antisocial
training discs or a remote-con- behaviours, including agitated
trolled, citronella filled, aversion and aggressive states, have been
collar – as the behaviour com- presented by some dogs, and
mences. Owners need to be these forms become counteraware that the animal will learn productive to any treatment.
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It requires a great deal of
patience when trying to help a
companion animal that is suffering with OCD. We are not
always sympathetic with people
displaying a psychological condition, so empathy with animals
displaying repetitive behaviours
may be rarely encountered.
However, it is important that
my comment is seen as a generalisation. This observation refers
to people who do not understand that companion animals
can offer only signs of this condition; unfortunately, they cannot
have symptoms.
 The author can be contacted
by email at drdavidsands@
aol.com
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